FRINGE® MODULAR LOUNGE MAHARAM HALLINGDAL 116, DESIGNTEX REPPWEAVE PUMICE, SATIN NICKEL METALLIC

FRINGE® TABLES SKYLINE LAMINATE, PLATINUM METALLIC

FRINGE® CLUB CHAIRS BLISS NAUTICAL, DESIGNTEX REPPWEAVE YELLOW GREEN, SATIN NICKEL METALLIC

MABEL® LOUNGE ARC COM MAJESTICA AMBER, POLISHED

WHIMSY® IMPROMPTU SEATING NATIONAL BLISS NAUTICAL, ARC COM MAJESTICA AMBER, STINSON SILICON ACADEMY
DESIGN SPACES WHERE PEOPLE ACTUALLY WANT TO BE.

Whether it’s a welcoming lobby space, an open collaboration area, or a huddle zone for private interactions, Fringe can accommodate it all. Its extreme flexibility combined with smart design features make Fringe applicable for commercial spaces, community areas, education settings, and healthcare environments.

The Fringe lounge collection offers seating and table solutions that can be combined to create large configurations, or used separately to develop individual stations. From ottomans, club chairs, benches, high and mid backs, and cove units, to occasional, inline, and bistro tables, Fringe has an extensive and diverse offering. With the versatility to provide privacy and openness, comfort and style, Fringe has the elements to create an endless amount of configurations and answer any need.

FRINGE HAS ALL THE NECESSARY COMPONENTS TO CREATE EXTRAORDINARY EXPERIENCES.
FRINGE® BISTRO LOUNGE MAHARAM CODA 962, STINSON TENDER SHADOW, SONOMA LAMINATE, SATIN NICKEL METALLIC
TOSS® ACCENT PILLOWS MAHARAM MEMORY 122, MAHARAM CANVAS BY KVADRAT 224 MAHARAM CODA 962
RIZORA® STOOLS WHITE, SONOMA FINISH
MYRIAD® COFFEE TABLE DESIGNER WHITE, LAMINATE, SATIN NICKEL METALLIC
POSTING Table DESIGNER WHITE, LAMINATE, SATIN NICKEL METALLIC
DELGADO® SEATING MAHARAM MELANGE 122, MAHARAM LOAM IV
TOSS® BEAN BAG FLORENCE TERRA
EXHIBIT™ WALL RAIL SOLUTION SATIN NICKEL METALLIC PALES, MARKER BOARD INSERT;
DELGADO® WHITE IV BEAN INSERT

FRINGE® LOUNGE COLLECTION

BISTRO LOUNGE

MAHARAM CODA 962, STINSON TENDER SHADOW, SONOMA LAMINATE, SATIN NICKEL METALLIC

TOSS® ACCENT PILLOWS

MAHARAM MEMORY 122, MAHARAM CANVAS BY KVADRAT 224 MAHARAM CODA 962

RIZORA® STOOLS WHITE, SONOMA FINISH

MYRIAD® COFFEE TABLE

DESIGNER WHITE, LAMINATE, SATIN NICKEL METALLIC

POSTING Table

DESIGNER WHITE, LAMINATE, SATIN NICKEL METALLIC

DELGADO® SEATING

MAHARAM MELANGE 122, MAHARAM LOAM IV

TOSS® BEAN BAG

FLORENCE TERRA

EXHIBIT™ WALL RAIL SOLUTION

SATIN NICKEL METALLIC PALES, MARKER BOARD INSERT;
DELGADO® WHITE IV BEAN INSERT

FRINGE® LOUNGE COLLECTION

BISTRO LOUNGE

MAHARAM CODA 962, STINSON TENDER SHADOW, SONOMA LAMINATE, SATIN NICKEL METALLIC

TOSS® ACCENT PILLOWS

MAHARAM MEMORY 122, MAHARAM CANVAS BY KVADRAT 224 MAHARAM CODA 962

RIZORA® STOOLS WHITE, SONOMA FINISH

MYRIAD® COFFEE TABLE

DESIGNER WHITE, LAMINATE, SATIN NICKEL METALLIC

POSTING Table

DESIGNER WHITE, LAMINATE, SATIN NICKEL METALLIC

DELGADO® SEATING

MAHARAM MELANGE 122, MAHARAM LOAM IV

TOSS® BEAN BAG

FLORENCE TERRA

EXHIBIT™ WALL RAIL SOLUTION

SATIN NICKEL METALLIC PALES, MARKER BOARD INSERT;
DELGADO® WHITE IV BEAN INSERT
Fringe is an extension of your company’s culture. Flexible and comfortable, versatile and productive. Not only does Fringe offer a wide variety of components and materials, its ability to create straight runs and serpentine configurations allows it to generate extraordinary spaces. The Fringe collection offers an elegant mix of upholstery, metal, veneer, laminate, and solid surface materials that harmoniously balance the need for sophistication and functionality.

Whether it is in a commercial space, community area, collaboration zone, or in an education or healthcare environment, Fringe delivers. Its breadth of offering provides solutions for privacy, openness, comfort, and style. Extreme flexibility combined with smart solutions allow Fringe to create an endless sea of configurations.
FRINGE COVE AND LOUNGE MAHARAM MEMORY BY KVADRAT 613, STINSON NISHIKI GYOZA, CINDER
TOSST™ ACCENT PILLOWS STINSON NISHIKI GYOZA, MAHARAM MERIT STARFISH MAHARAM MEMORY BY KVADRAT 123, MAHARAM CANVAS BY KVADRAT 224
UNIVERSAL PERSONAL PULL-UP TABLE FROSTY WHITE LAMINATE, CINDER
WIXLER™ OCCASIONAL TABLE GLACIER WHITE CORIAN, CINDER
WHIMS® IMPROMPTU SEATING MAHARAM MERIT STARFISH, NATIONAL SESIÓN BRICK REEL MAHARAM PARE MOUNTAIN
FRINGE® COVES MAHARAM MERIT STARFISH, MAHARAM PARE MOUNTAIN, CINDER
TOSST™ ACCENT PILLOWS MAHARAM MERIT STARFISH
TESSERA® TABLE SONOMA LAMINATE, CINDER
HIGH BACK MODELS

HIGH BACK ONE SEAT LOUNGE, LEFT ARM, RIGHT ARM
HIGH BACK ONE SEAT LOUNGE, MID ARM, LEFT ARM, RIGHT ARM
HIGH BACK ONE SEAT LOUNGE, HIGH ARM, LEFT ARM, RIGHT ARM
HIGH BACK SQUARE 90° CORNER
HIGH BACK BISTRO TABLE, SQUARE 90° CORNER
HIGH BACK ONE SEAT LOUNGE, ARMLESS

HIGH BACK TWO SEAT LOUNGE, SINGLE ARM
HIGH BACK TWO SEAT LOUNGE, MID ARM
HIGH BACK TWO SEAT LOUNGE, HIGH ARM
HIGH BACK TWO SEAT LOUNGE, LEFT ARM, RIGHT ARM, BOTH ARMS
HIGH BACK BISTRO TABLE, TWO SEAT LOUNGE

HIGH BACK THREE SEAT LOUNGE, SINGLE ARM
HIGH BACK THREE SEAT LOUNGE, MID ARM
HIGH BACK THREE SEAT LOUNGE, HIGH ARM
HIGH BACK THREE SEAT LOUNGE, LEFT ARM, RIGHT ARM, BOTH ARMS
HIGH BACK BISTRO TABLE, THREE SEAT LOUNGE

HIGH BACK BISTRO TABLE, TWO SEAT LOUNGE, LEFT ARM, RIGHT ARM, BOTH ARMS
HIGH BACK BISTRO TABLE, LEFT ARM, RIGHT ARM, BOTH ARMS
HIGH BACK BISTRO TABLE, INSIDE 90° WEDGE
HIGH BACK BISTRO TABLE, INSIDE 90° ROUND
HIGH BACK BISTRO TABLE, SQUARE 90° CORNER
HIGH BACK BISTRO TABLE, INSIDE 90° WEDGE

HIGH BACK, SQUARE 90° CORNER
HIGH BACK, INSIDE 90° WEDGE
HIGH BACK, INSIDE 90° ROUND
HIGH BACK BISTRO TABLE, SQUARE 90° CORNER
HIGH BACK BISTRO TABLE, INSIDE 90° ROUND
HIGH BACK BISTRO TABLE, SQUARE 90° WEDGE

HIGH BACK OUTSIDE 90° ROUND
HIGH BACK OUTSIDE 90° WEDGE
HIGH BACK TWO SEAT COVE
HIGH BACK TWO SEAT COVE, THREE SEAT ALSO AVAILABLE
HIGH BACK BISTRO TABLE, TWO SEAT COVE

HIGH BACK, OUTSIDE 90° WEDGE
HIGH BACK BISTRO TABLE, LEFT ARM, RIGHT ARM, BOTH ARMS
HIGH BACK BISTRO TABLE, MID ARM
HIGH BACK BISTRO TABLE, HIGH ARM
HIGH BACK BISTRO TABLE, ARMLESS

HIGH BACK DOUBLE BOOTH, PLINTH BASE
HIGH BACK SINGLE BOOTH, PLINTH BASE
HIGH BACK SINGLE BOOTH
HIGH BACK DOUBLE BOOTH, PLINTH BASE
HIGH BACK SINGLE BOOTH
HIGH BACK SINGLE BOOTH

MID BACK MODELS

MID BACK ONE SEAT LOUNGE, LEFT ARM, RIGHT ARM
MID BACK ONE SEAT LOUNGE, MID ARM
MID BACK ONE SEAT LOUNGE, ARMLESS

MID BACK TWO SEAT LOUNGE, SINGLE ARM
MID BACK TWO SEAT LOUNGE, MID ARM
MID BACK TWO SEAT LOUNGE, ARMLESS

MID BACK THREE SEAT LOUNGE, LEFT ARM, RIGHT ARM, BOTH ARMS
MID BACK THREE SEAT LOUNGE, MID ARM
MID BACK THREE SEAT LOUNGE, MID ARM, LEFT ARM, RIGHT ARM, BOTH ARMS
MID BACK THREE SEAT LOUNGE

MID BACK BISTRO TABLE, THREE SEAT LOUNGE
MID BACK BISTRO TABLE, INSIDE 90° WEDGE
MID BACK BISTRO TABLE, INSIDE 90° ROUND
MID BACK BISTRO TABLE, SQUARE 90° CORNER
MID BACK BISTRO TABLE, SQUARE 90° ROUND

MID BACK TWO SEAT COVE
MID BACK TWO SEAT COVE, THREE SEAT ALSO AVAILABLE
MID BACK BISTRO TABLE, TWO SEAT COVE

MID BACK OUTSIDE 90° ROUND
MID BACK OUTSIDE 90° WEDGE
MID BACK, INSIDE 90° ROUND
MID BACK, INSIDE 90° WEDGE
MID BACK, INSIDE 90° ROUND WITH WORKSURFACE

MID BACK BISTRO TABLE, MID ARM
MID BACK BISTRO TABLE, MID ARM, LEFT ARM, RIGHT ARM, BOTH ARMS
MID BACK BISTRO TABLE, MID ARM, LEFT ARM, RIGHT ARM
MID BACK BISTRO TABLE, MID ARM, LEFT ARM, RIGHT ARM
MID BACK BISTRO TABLE, MID ARM, LEFT ARM, RIGHT ARM
MID BACK BISTRO TABLE, MID ARM, LEFT ARM, RIGHT ARM